Books
Footnote:
1. Author Name (first last), Title of Book (Publication City: Publisher, Year of Publication), page numbers.

Bibliography:
Author Name (last, first). Title of Book. Publication City: Publisher, Year of Publication.

Works in an Anthology:
Footnote:
1. Author Name (first last). “Title of Work,” in Title of Anthology, ed. Editor Name (first last). (Publication City: Publisher, Year of Publication), page range.
(Works in an Anthology, cont’d)

Bibliography:
Author of Work. “Title of Work.” In Title of Anthology, edited by Author/Editors’ Names, page range. Publication City: Publisher, Year of Publication.

Scholarly Journal Articles
Footnote:

Bibliography:
Author Name (last, first). “Title of Article.” Title of Journal Volume Number, no. Issue Number (numeral) (Year of Publication): Full Page Span of Article. Access URL.

Newspaper Articles
Footnote:
1. Author Name (first last), “Title of Article,” Title of Newspaper, Month of Publication Date of Publication, Year of Publication.

Bibliography (FYI: generally, Chicago style does not require a bibliography entry for newspaper items if they have been documented in footnotes previously):
Author Name (last, first). “Title of Article.” Title of Newspaper, Month of Publication Date of Publication, Year of Publication.

Websites
Footnote:
1. “Title of Specific Webpage,” Title of Website as a Whole, Owner or Sponsor of Website, last modified Month of Last Modification Date of Last Modification, Year of Last Modification, Website URL.

Bibliography:
Owner or Sponsor of Website. “Title of Specific Webpage.” Title of Website as a Whole. Last modified Month of Last Modification Date of Last Modification. Website URL.

For more tips and models, please check out https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
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